
Racing Betting Rules

1 General  Racing Betti ng Rules

1.1 Location

All  bets  are  placed  and received  in  the  Northern  Territory  and  accordingly,  all  transactions  are
formed in the Northern Territory.

1.2 Closing of markets

Bets will be accepted up to the ARST, event start time or the actual start time, in the event of a
delay,  where  possible.   Apple  iSports  reserves  the  right  to  close  a  market  earlier.   If  a  bet  is
inadvertently accepted in respect of an event after its start time, the bet shall be deemed to have
been made invalidly and will be made void and refunded.

1.3 Resettlement

Apple iSports reserve the right to resettle an event where an error has occurred with the resulting
process or the dividends declared.  Where the resettlement is carried out 24 hours or more after the
initial settlement, customers will be notified.

1.4 Void Bets

If a bet is made void at any time, affected Multi-Bets will be recalculated excluding that leg

1.5 Results

All racing bets shall be settled based on the official declaration of the result of the race as made by
the relevant racing authority on the day of the race.  Where a participant is subsequently disqualified
or placings amended at a later date, for any reason, the official result as declared by Stewards on the
day of the race will stand.

Once the official result has been declared, the result shall not be affected by subsequent protests or
amendments to such results. 

Interim results posted online are indicative only, and bets shall only be resulted based on the official
declaration.

Deductions for late scratchings may be applied to fixed odds wagers, 

1.6 Abandoned/Postponed and Transferred meetings

If a meeting is abandoned, transferred to another venue/track (including transferring to a different
track at the same venue) or postponed to another date, single bets are void and wagers will be
refunded.  Affected Multi Bets will be recalculated excluding that event or leg.

Where a meeting is postponed and rescheduled to take place at the same venue within 48 hours of
the originally scheduled start time of the meeting, all bets stand.  If scratchings are reinstated due to
a postponed meeting at the same venue then all bets are void



All Future Bets stand until the completion of the event regardless of the meeting being abandoned,
postponed or transferred from the original date.  If the event is cancelled and/or new nominations
are taken all bets will be refunded.

1.7 Dead Heats

When a dead heat occurs, reduced returns may be awarded to all runners involved in the dead heat. 

The reduction in returns shall be dependent on the number of runners involved in the dead heat and
the number of places paid. 

For Fixed Odds bets, the reduced return shall be calculated as the face value of the bet divided by
the total number of runners involved in the dead heat. 

1.8 Tote Manipulation

Apple iSports may cancel wagers where it reasonably suspects that the customer or associates have
manipulated a totalisator pool.

Apple  iSports  may  place  a  limit  on  the  payout  where  there  is  reasonable  suspicion  of  pool
manipulation has occurred.  (For example, one tote has a dividend over 100% higher than the next
best Australian tote).

2 Win Betti ng

All win bets require the selection to finish in 1st place to be successful. 

Dead-heat rules apply. See Rule 1.7 

Deductions for late scratchings on fixed odds bets may apply.  See Rule 6.

3 Place Betti ng

3.1 Three Place Dividends

Where there are 8 or more runners in a race, a place shall be paid on first, second and third places.
If you placed a fixed Place bet when the field had 8 or more runners and the field later reduced to 7
or fewer runners, first, second and third places will be paid, but deductions may apply.

3.2 Two Place Dividend

Where there are 7, 6 or 5 runners in a race, a place shall be paid on first and second places only.    If
there are scratchings that reduce the field to four or fewer place bets are made void and the stake
will be refunded.

3.3 No Place Betting

Where there are four or fewer runners, all betting shall be Win only.



4 Apple iSports Bet Types

4.1 Best Tote SP

Best Tote SP is a market that pays the highest of the 3 dividends declared by each of the three
national TABs or the State Official Starting Price, whichever is greater (Starting Price is not applicable
to Place bets).

Win Bets: Best Tote SP applies to the Win and Win portion of Each Way wagers for all Australian
thoroughbred race meetings.

Place Bets: Unless otherwise specified; For Place only and the Place portion of Each Way bets, Place
Bets are paid at Mid Tote (second highest dividend declared by the three TABs) for all races. 

Where Apple iSports offers Best Tote SP on any given International Racing, Greyhound or Harness
meeting, the Starting Price is not applicable and the place portion of Each Way wagers will be settled
at Mid Tote.

Apple iSports reserves the right to limit the stake on Best Tote SP bets and reserves the right to
exclude customers from this bet type at its discretion.

If all three national TABs have not declared a dividend within 30 minutes of All Clear the dividend
paid will be the SP or highest dividend declared by the totes that have declared a dividend.

4.2 Mid Tote

Mid Tote is a market that pays out using the middle odds of the 3 dividends declared by each of the
3 national TABs.

Place Bets: For Place only and Place portion of Each Way bets for all Australian thoroughbred racing
meetings, wagers will be paid at Midi Div (second highest dividend declared by the 3 TABs.)

Apple iSports reserves the right to limit the stake on Midi Div bets and reserves the right to exclude
customers from this bet type at its discretion.

If all three national TABs have not declared a dividend within 30 minutes of Correct Weight/All Clear
on raceday,  the dividend paid  will  be the dividend declared by  S-TAB or  NSW if  S-TAB has  not
declared a dividend.

4.3 Starting Price (SP)

Starting Price (SP) bets are the odds of a specified runner at the end of betting.  Bets placed at SP
are guaranteed to be paid the State Official SP.

Where no State Official SP (Starting Price) is provided, Apple iSports will settle SP bets at the highest
of the 3 dividends declared by each of the three national TABs

Apple iSports reserves the right to limit the stake on Starting Price bets and reserves the right to
exclude customers from this price type at its discretion.



4.4 Top Fluc (TF)

Top Fluc bets are guaranteed to be paid out on the highest State Official Price fluctuation, including
Official  Starting  Price,  during  the  thirty  minutes  before  ARST.   Top  Fluc  is  only  available  for
Metropolitan meetings.  Apple iSports.com.au's own Fixed Odds fluctuations available through our
website during this period of time are not included.

Top  Fluc  betting  is  available  for  Win  Only  bets  on  most  Metropolitan  race  meetings  (Sydney,
Melbourne, Brisbane and Adelaide and Perth).  Top Fluc may be available at other meetings.

Top Fluctuation betting is available up until 45 minutes before the scheduled start time of each race.

Apple iSports reserves the right to limit the stake on Top Fluc bets and reserves the right to exclude
customers from this price type at its discretion.

4.4.1 Maximum Payout on Top Fluc

Metropolitan Racing: Maximum of $10,000.  Where a bet is placed that would result in the Member
winning more than $10,000 on a Top Fluctuation bet, then the balance of the stake will be paid at
Top Fluc or the relevant State Official starting price (SP), whichever is lower.

Non metropolitan  Racing: Maximum of  $5,000.  Where a bet  is  placed that would result  in the
Member winning more than $5,000 on a Top Fluctuation bet, then the balance of stake the will be
paid at the relevant State Official starting price (SP.)

4.5 Best of the Bet (BOB)

Best of  the Best is  a  Win Only bet  available to registered owners  on every  race and on select
markets to other customers.  Your name must appear in the Race Book to qualify as an owner.
Owners must place their bet as a fixed odds bet and call customer service no less than 45 minutes
prior to ARST to get the bet changed to BOB.

Best of the Best pays

Harness & Greyhound Win Bets: Best Tote SP

Thoroughbred Win Bets: The higher of the fixed price at the time the bet is struck, the highest State
Official Fluctuation or Best Tote.  Top Fluctuation refers to the highest State Official Price and does
not include early or pre-post markets.

Apple iSports reserves the right to limit the stake on Best of the Best bets and reserves the right to
exclude customers, regardless of ownership status, from this bet type at its discretion.

5 Scratchings

5.1 Before Final Field

All bets placed on Future markets are All-In and no refund will  be given when your selection is
scratched.  When other selections in the race are scratched no deductions apply.



5.2 After Final Field

5.2.1 Scratchings Close

Before and when scratchings close on the day of the race bets on any runner that is scratched will be
refunded.  Bets on the remaining runners will have deductions apply.  See rule 6.

5.2.2 Late Scratchings

In the event of a horse or greyhound being withdrawn late, all bets will be paid as stewards direct,
including deductions on remaining runners.

5.3 Multi-Bets

If the scratched runner is part of a Multi-bet,  the bet will continue without the race. For example, a
six-leg multi with a scratched runner will become a five-leg multi. 

5.4 Exotics

If a scratched runner is part of an exotic bet, then that portion of the bet will be refunded so that the
total cost for each combination in the bet remains the same.  For example, if the exotic bet is a
boxed trifecta with four selections at $1 per combination for a total cost of $24 and one selection is
scratched all  combinations including that  runner will  be  refunded which means that the refund
would be $18 and the three selections boxed at $1 ($6 total) per combination would stand 

If  the removal  of  the runner means there are not enough selections in the bet the bet will  be
refunded.   For  example,  if  the  exotic  bet  is  a  boxed  trifecta  with  three  selections  and  one  is
scratched the bet will be refunded.

6 Deducti ons

When a scratching occurs and a deduction applies the amount of the deduction shall  be applied
based on the fixed odds of the scratched runner at the time of the scratching.  Deductions only apply
to fixed odds bets that have already been struck at the time of the scratching.

The deduction is  declared as  a  number  of  cents  deducted from a $1 stake and this  amount  is
multiplied by the odds to calculate a return.  For example, on a bet placed that has a $0.10 (ten
cents) deduction applied will have the stake at $0.90.

Where there are multiple scratchings from a race, a combined deduction rate shall be calculated by
summing the total of the individual deduction rates as calculated in accordance with the applicable
Schedule of Deductions

Apple iSports will use the deduction ordered by the stewards.  In the absence of such a direction, the
following schedule will be used

   Fixed Odds       Win 
Deduction % 

    Place 
Deduction % (3 
Places)

    Place Deduction % (2 
Places)

1.01 - 1.03 76 26 40



1.04 - 1.07 73 26 40
1.08 - 1.10 72 26 40
1.12 - 1.16 71 26 40
1.18 69 26 40
1.20 69 26 39
1.22 67 26 39
1.24 - 1.30 65 26 38
1.35 62 26 38
1.40 60 25 37
1.45 56 25 37
1.50 55 25 37
1.55 53 24 36
1.60 51 24 36
1.65 49 24 35
1.70 47 24 34
1.75 46 23 34
1.80 45 23 34
1.85 44 23 33
1.90 43 23 33
1.95 41 22 32
2.00 - 2.05 40 22 32
2.10 39 22 31
2.15 37 21 31
2.20 - 2.25 36 21 30
2.3 35 21 29
2.35 34 21 29
2.4 33 20 29
2.45 - 2.50 31 20 28
2.6 30 19 27
2.7 29 19 27
2.8 28 18 26
2.9 27 18 25
3 26 18 25
3.1 25 17 24
3.2 24 17 23
3.3 23 16 22
3.4 - 3.5 22 16 22
3.6 21 15 21
3.7 20 15 21
3.8 20 15 20
3.9 - 4.0 19 14 20
4.2 - 4.5 18 14 19
4.6 16 14 18
4.8 - 5.0 15 13 17
5.5 13 12 15
6 12 12 15



6.5 11 11 14
7 10 10 13
7.5 9 9 12
8.0 - 8.5 8 8 11
9.0 - 9.5 7 7 10
10 6 6 8
11 - 12 5 5 7
13 - 14 4 4 6
15 - 17 3 3 4
18 - 26 2 2 3
27 2 2 2
28 or more 0 0 0

7 Maximum Win Limits

Without prior negotiation, the maximum payout by Apple iSports to any one individual or entity (or
group deemed by Apple iSports to be acting on behalf of any one individual or entity) on any one
race, shall  be limited regardless of whether the event is included as an element of a multiple, a
group of multiples, or as a single wager.  All limits shown are in Australian Dollars.

The inclusion of markets here does not mean that any specific market will  be available at every
meeting.

7.1 Australian Thoroughbred Racing

A Metropolitan  venue  is  defined as  Melbourne,  Sydney,  Brisbane,  Adelaide  and  Perth  where  a
meeting has been declared a metropolitan meeting regardless of the venue.

7.1.1 Win and Place

Metropolitan venues: $100,000
Non-metropolitan venues: $50,000

7.1.2 Same Race Multi

Metropolitan venues: $20,000
Non-metropolitan venues: $15,000

7.1.3 Quinella

Metropolitan venues: $50,000
Non-metropolitan venues: $5,000

7.1.4 Exacta

Metropolitan venues: $50,000
Non-metropolitan venues: $5,000

7.1.5 Trifecta

Metropolitan venues: $80,000
Non-metropolitan venues: $10,000



7.1.6 First Four

Metropolitan venues: $80,000
Non-metropolitan venues: $10,000

7.1.7 Doubles

Metropolitan venues: $10,000
Non-metropolitan venues: $5,000

7.1.8 Treble

Metropolitan venues: $10,000
Non-metropolitan venues: $5,000

7.1.9 Quaddie

Metropolitan venues: $200,000
Non-metropolitan venues: $80,000

7.1.10Early Quaddie

Metropolitan venues: $50,000
Non-metropolitan venues: $8,000

7.1.11Big 6

Metropolitan venues: $80,000
Non-metropolitan venues: $10,000

7.1.12Runner Removed

Metropolitan venues: $20,000
Non-metropolitan venues: $15,000

7.1.13Odds/Evens

Metropolitan venues: $20,000
Non-metropolitan venues: $8,000

7.1.14Head to Head

Metropolitan venues: $20,000
Non-metropolitan venues: $8,000

7.1.15Jockey Challenge

Metropolitan venues: $8,000
Non-metropolitan venues: $4,000



7.2 Australian Harness Racing

Win and Place: $80,000

Quinella: $8,000

Exacta: $4,000

Trifecta: $8,000

First Four: $8,000

Treble: $1,500

Doubles: $2,000

Quaddie: $8,000

Early Quaddie: $4,000

Big 6: $8,000

MultiBets: $4,000

Runner Removed: $8,000

Odds/Evens: $4,000

Head to Head: $4,000

7.3 Australian Greyhound Racing

Win and Place: $80,000

Quinella: $8,000

Exacta: $4,000

Trifecta: $8,000

First Four: $8,000

Treble: $1,500

Doubles: $2,000

Quaddie: $8,000

Early Quaddie: $4,000

Big 6: $8,000

MultiBets: $4,000



Runner Removed: $8,000

Odds/Evens: $4,000

Head to Head: $4,000

7.4 Asia & New Zealand Thoroughbred Racing:

For these win limits, Asia is defined as Hong Kong, Singapore and Japan.  All other Asian countries
are defined as overseas.

Win and Place: $80,000

Quinella: $4,000

Exacta: $1,500

Trifecta: $4,000

First 4: $4,000

Quaddies: $8,000

Early Quaddie: $4,000

Trebles: $4,000

Doubles: $2,000

MultiBets: $10,000

Runner Removed: $8,000

Odds/Evens: $4,000

Head to Head: $4,000

7.5 UK and Irish Thoroughbreds

Win and Place: $40,000

Quinella: $8,000

Exacta: $4,000

Trifecta: $8,000

MultiBets: $10,000

Runner Removed: $20,000



Odds/Evens: $2,000

Head to Head: $2,000

7.6 All Other Overseas Thoroughbred Racing:

Win and Place: $30,000

Quinella: $5,000

Exacta: $2,000

Trifecta: $5,000

MultiBets: $20,000

Betting Without: $20,000

Cash Back 2nd: $10,000

Cash Back 3rd: $10,000

Odds/Evens: $5,000

Head to Head: $5,000

7.7 New Zealand Harness and Greyound Racing:

Win and Place: $20,000

Quinella: $4,000

Exacta: $1,000

Trifecta: $4,000

First 4: $4,000

Quaddies: $5,000

Early Quaddie: $2,000

Trebles: $1,000

Doubles: $2,000

MultiBets: $8,000

Runner Removed: $10,000

Odds/Evens: $2,000



Head to Head: $2,000

7.8 All Other Overseas Harness and Greyhound Racing:

Win and Place: $7,500

Quinella: $1,000

Exacta: $750

Trifecta: $1,500

MultiBets: $8,000

Runner Removed: $10,000

Odds/Evens: $1,000

Head to Head: $1,000

7.9 Maximum Total Payouts

7.9.1 Individual Limits

Notwithstanding any of the above maximum win limits, Apple iSports reserves the right to limit the
total payout to any individual account holder on any bet type on any single event.  Apple iSports
adheres to Minimum Bet Laws as applicable.  See section 8.

7.9.2 Tote Pool Limits

For tote derivative betting products, if the total Apple iSports payout on any bet type exceeds the
largest  relevant  tote  pool,  Apple  iSports  reserves  the right  to  limit  the total  payout  to  account
holders to the amount of the largest tote pool on that particular bet type.

7.9.3 24 Hour Period Limit

Notwithstanding any of the above maximum win limits, the total payout by Apple iSports to any
individual account holder across all bets in any 24 hour period is limited to a total of $400,000

8 Minimum Bet Laws

AppleiSports complies with the minimum bet laws as prescribed in each jurisdiction and bets may be
adjusted based on these laws.

9 Glossary of  Terms

AEDT - Australia Eastern Daylight Time.



AEST - Australia Eastern Standard Time.

AET – Australian Eastern Time refers to a geographical area where the time changes twice yearly as
Daylight Saving (DST) begins and ends.

All Clear - The racing stewards deem the finishing order of participants is correct, and that bets can
be paid out.  See Correct Weight.

All In - A betting proposition where no refunds are given for scratchings or withdrawals regardless of
whether or not a particular runner starts or completes the event on which the bet is placed.  All bets
stand, no refunds are payable, and no deductions are applied to winning bets.  See Pre Nominations.

ARST – Advertised Race Start Time.

Bet Receipt - A receipt that includes a bet ticket number issued when the bet is placed.

Big6 - An exotic bet that pays when the first place getter in 6 nominated races are selected.

Boxed Bet – Where possible combined outcomes are chosen in an exotic bet.

Combinations - The number of individual bets in an exotic bet.

Correct Weight – In horse racing correct weight is declared when the weight allocated by the place-
getters has been checked and any protests have been heard by the stewards.  Bets are paid out
when Correct Weight is declared.  This is the terminology used in horse racing for All Clear

Double – An exotic bet that pays when the first placegetter in two nominated races are selected.

Dead Heat - Two or more runners officially declared to have finished equal is considered a dead
heat.  This applies to both winners and place-getters in a single race.  The payout is divided by the
number of paying positions.

Decimal Odds – The odds shown include the amount of the original stake.

Deduction – When there is a scratching in a race after a Fixed Odds bet has been accepted the
payout is reduced.  This is declared as a number of cents deducted from a $1 stake and this amount
is multiplied by the odds to calculate a return.

Each Way - A bet where there is an equal stake for a Win Bet and a Place Bet.

Exacta - An exotic bet that pays when the first and second selections are selected in the correct
order.

Exotic Bet – A bet that pays on a combination of results in a market or related markets.

Final Field -  Official participants (acceptors) nominated to start in the race as announced by the
controlling Race Club of the country in which the race is run.  Otherwise known as Final Acceptances.
Any scratching after the final field is declared is considered a late scratching.



First Four - An exotic bet that pays when the first, second, third and fouth place-getters are selected
in the correct order.

Fixed Odds - Odds offered on selection within a betting event.  They are fixed at the time that the
bet is placed and do not change after the bet has been placed, regardless of market fluctuations.
When there is a late scratching the payout may be reduced.  See Final Field and Deduction.

Flexi-Bet -  An  exotic  or  multi  bet  that  has  the  same  amount  staked  for  each  combination  of
selections.

Fluctuations - Changes in the odds offered on a particular runner as the market moves.  The fixed
odds offered by Apple iSports at any time may not match the current state official price.

Fractional Odds – The odds shown are multiplied by the stake before adding the stake back in to
obtain the return.

Futures – In racing, markets on events before the Final Field is declared.  In sport, any bet that is
made in advance of single event markets and whether or not a particular competitor or team or
member of a team starts or completes the event on which a bet is placed, all bets stand and no
refunds will be payable.

In-Play – An In-Play bet is wager placed on an event that is currently in progress.  These events are
described as having Live Betting available.

Inquiry - Stewards may conduct an inquiry (stewards hearing) as a result of any incident which may
have occurred during a race.  Only after the inquiry will results be declared.  Any inquiry that doesn’t
occur on the day of the event does not affect payout.

Mid-Tote - The second-highest paying tote from the three main Australian Totes.  When only two
Totes operate on the meeting, Mid-Tote is paid out at the lower of the two Totes.

Non-runners - See Scratchings.

Multi-Bet - A bet that contains two or more selections from different markets.  A Multi-Bet cannot
have selections where one part of the bet contributes to the outcome of another.

Odds - This is the number by which you multiply your bet amount to calculate your potential return.

Official Result - The result as determined by the official governing body for the sport.

Official Start Time - The time stated by the controlling body for the relevant event.

Payout - Gross monetary result of a winning bet.  This amount includes the stake.

Place – A selection that finishes in a place paying position.



Place Bet - A bet placed on a runner to place in a race.  The number of places paid will be displayed
next to the event title of the market and will  be visible in the bet slip.  Some events may have
different markets with different place paying positions.

Pre-Nominations -  Bets struck on races before nominations have occurred may be eligible for a
refund should the selection not be nominated for the race once the first nominations close.  If the
market is defined in this way it will be displayed next to the event title of the market and will be
visible in the bet slip. 

Pre-post bet - A fixed odds bet placed after the final field has been declared.

Price - This is the number by which you multiply your bet amount to calculate your potential return.

Profit - The return of a winning bet, less the bet cost i.e. the net earnings on a bet.

Protest – An application to the stewards or regulator officials disputing the placings of a particular
race, which is made to the stewards before all clear is declared.

Quaddie - An exotic bet that pays when the first placegetter in four nominated races are selected.

Quinella - An exotic bet that pays when the first and second place-getters in any order are selected.

Return - See Payout.

Runner - A participant in an event.

Running Double - An exotic bet that pays when the first placegetter in two consecutive races are
selected.

Scratchings - A selection withdrawn from a race.  Selections withdrawn after the commencement of
betting are termed "Late Scratchings".

Selection - The participant chosen as part of the bet placed.

Stake - The monetary outlay by the client in placing a bet.

Starting Price (SP) - For all Australian racing, this is the final State Official Price as published by each
state.  For international racing, this is the final fixed price offered by us.

Top Fluc – The highest betting fluctuation as a published State Official Price.

Tote Betting -  A bet type in which all  stakes are placed into a totalisator pool.   The dividend is
calculated from the total amount wagered in the pool and the total number of winning tickets after
the official race result is known.  Dividends are rounded down and declared after the tote takeout
has been deducted from the pool.  Apple iSports offers tote derivative markets.

Treble - An exotic bet that pays when the first placegetter in three nominated races are selected.

Trifecta - An exotic bet that pays when the first, second and third place getters are selected in the
correct order.

Win Bet - A bet placed on a selection to win in an event.



Win Limits – The maximum amount payable on a bet or group of bets.  Includes all winnings derived
from wagers placed by an individual or entity, or group deemed to be acting on behalf of any one
individual  or  entity,  on the individual  events,  regardless of  whether the event is  included as an
element of a multiple, a group of multiples, or as a single wager.  See section 7 Maximum Win Limits
for details.
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